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Whoever is looking for the right solution to excep-
tional needs will find excellent assistance here 
with which to achieve excellent results. 

Take the flail mowers for example. They are 
known for the masterly way in which they spray 
out the cuttings. These machines will give you an 
excellent mulching performance. The cut grass 
can stay on the ground and serve as fertiliser for 
the new grass. 
With a working width of up to 70 cm, you will also 
be able to process large areas within a short peri-
od. You can rely on professional equipment from 
the AS-MOTOR Comfort Class so you can put your 
feet up when others are still working.

Whoever uses the cuttings as feed needs a clean 
cut and not too much extra work. The disc 
mowers will simplify this to a large extent as the 
cuttings are deposited in exemplary fashion in 
rows in a swathe. Half the work is then done, you 
just need to stack it in rows and that’s all.

  AS 620 / AS 560 
Disc mowers with a 4-stroke engine and 
4.9 HP (3.6 kW) for surfaces of 900 – 1,400 m2 
with side discharge to make things easier 
when gathering the cuttings.

 AS570 / AS 700
Our flail mowers ensure effective work on the 
surface as well as a very good mulching per-
formance with cutting widths up to 70 cm and 
a coverage of up to 2,500 m2.

They make special work … 
a light pleasure.

The shortest way to the 
objective: special talents for 
special challenges

[ Disc mowers and flail mowers ]
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The benefits

The handles can be adjusted to 
the individuals operating height

Double sided hardened steel blades 
double the service life of the easily 
changeable blades. 

Flap for depositing
the cut grass into rows
(swath)

Handle makes trans-
port easier and 
improves stability

The AS 620 and AS 560 disc mowers

The economic alternative to the cutter bar mower.
The disc mower is a very special invention for
those who use the grass cuttings for producing
animal feed. The grass is moved sideways in a
swathe. No labour intensive raking into rows, just
let the machine do it for you.

Stable rotary mower disc with
4 swinging blades.

No more raking  the cuttings into 
rows the mower deposits the 
cuttings into a swath 
during the mowing process.

Pneumatic off-road
tyres on the rear wheels

and the manually
lockable differential

provide superb traction.

Carrier blade for fast
discharge of the cuttings

Extremely maneuverable:
thanks to its balanced

equilibrium

The cleverer give in

   Cutting Engine type Wheel drive Housing Cutting- Tank Weight Transport/ Grass Other
  width Engine output Speed  height capacity operating discharge
      adjustment  dimensions

Flail mower 57 cm B&S Vanguard Rear wheel drive Steel up to central, 4.5 litres 169 kg Mulching Anti-vibration technology,
AS 570 SM  4-stroke engine 1.3–4.5 km/h 3 mm variable,  W 90/75 cm mower, 16 Y flail,
   7.5 HP (5.6 kW)  4 forward gears  10–100 mm  L 130/180 cm Rear Front wheel: rigid and swivelling
   216 ccm 1 reverse gear     H 111/120 cm  low-pressure tyres
          

Flail mower 70 cm B&S Vanguard Rear wheel drive Steel up to central 3.8 litres 185 kg Mulching Anti-vibration technology,
AS 700 SM  4-stroke engine 1.3–4.5 km/h 3 mm variable,  W 90/87 cm mower, 20 Y flail,
   9 HP (6.7 kW)  4 forward gears  10–100 mm  L 130/180 cm Rear Front wheel: rigid and swivelling
   305 ccm 1 reverse gear     H 111/120 cm  low-pressure tyres

The AS 570 and AS 700 flail mowers

The swing mounted flail mower blades avoid
stones and other obstacles and chop up the grass
several times. The robust mower mechanism will
thus be able to live up to your demands even
longer. The 3 mm steel housing offers the highest
level of safety and contains any foreign objects. 
The compact construction offers great 
manoeuvra bility.

AS 570 flail mower

32 individual flails carry out their exceptional 
work here. The powerful transmission has four 
easy shift forward gears and one reverse gear. The 
strong construction will easily endure daily use 
and the 57 cm cutting width ensures swift work.

AS 700 flail mower (not shown) 

similar to the AS 570 but with 40 individual flails 
and a 70 cm cutting width and a more powerful 
engine for even more ground coverage. See the 
data table for other differences in the 
specifications.

Adjustable 
cutter
mechanism
with swing
mounted 
individual flails

Very tight turning 
circle thanks to the 

steering clutch

For optimum
comfort: the 

handle is side and 
height adjustable.

The swivelling front wheels
can be locked for use on slopes.

The effective 
transmission combined

with the non-slip off-road
tyres give great control even 

when working on slopes.

The solid perforated stone guard 
protects the operator without 
affecting visibility

Easy cutting height 
adjustment via 
screw thread with 
fast adjustment 
to the desired 
mowing height

   Cutting width Engine type Wheel drive Tank capacity Weight Grass discharge Other
   Engine output Speed  Transport/operating 
      dimensions
  
Disc mower 56 cm Honda GCV190 Wheel drive, 3.8 litres 64 kg Side discharge Height adjustable 
AS 560 KM  4-stroke engine 2.0 km/h,  W 63/75 cm with rowing handles,
   4.9 HP (3.6 kW)    L 120/171 cm facility Disc mower brakes,
   190 ccm   H 71/101 cm  Shiftable mower 
 

Disc mower 62 cm Honda GCV190 Wheel drive, 3.8 litres 67 kg Side discharge Height adjustable 
AS 620 KM  4-stroke engine 2.0 and 2.7 km/h,  W 63/81 cm with rowing handles,
   4.9 HP (3.6 kW)  2 speed wheel drive  L 120/171 cm facility Disc mower brakes,
   190 ccm by swapping belt  H 71/108 cm  Shiftable mower 
    position    
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